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Fringe Poetry, But N o t Prose:
Works by Xi Chuan and Yu ]ian *

Maghiel van Crevel
Interviewer: Do you read much?
Johan Cruyff: No, I just read to relax, if you know
what I mean.
Interviewer: Yes, yes, I know what you mean.
Johan Cruyff: Like I don't want to read and have to
think about it all the time. When I read, I want to
read so that I can skip a page with no problem and
think about other stuff, and then pick up the story
three pages on just like that.

Xi Chuan and Yu Jian are prominent poets from the
People’s Republic of China，of dissim ilar if not opposite
orientation. Xi ChuarVs “SALUTE” （
Z/?/)Yng) and Yu JiarVs “FILE
0H (0 dang'an), both written in 1992, are well on their way to
canonization as contemporary Chinese poems. ^SALUTE" first
appeared (1992) in an unofficial poetry journal, excerpts were
included in a poetry anthology (1993) and the entire work was
subsequently (1994) published in the poetry section of an official
literary magazine; contrary to his one-time protestations that
“SALUTE” is “neither a poem nor a prose poem nor a narrative
text，
’’ Xi Chuan himself has recently classified it as a “long
poem"; foreign literary magazines list translations of ^SALUTE"
* In addition to the panelists and the audience at the 1998 ICAS
panel “A Poem Is a Poem Is a Poem—But Why，and to Whom?，
” I
thank Piet Gerbrandy, Leo Chan and the anonymous reviewers for
Journal of Modern Literature in Chinese for their comments on earlier
versions of this paper.
Journal of Modern Literature in Chinese 3.2 (January 2000): 7-42
© 2000 Lingnan University
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under poetry (Yang 1994: 48; Xi Chuan 1997: 295).1 TILE 0，
”
consistently called a “long poem” by its author, first appeared
(1994) in the poetry section of an official literary magazine,
accom panied by a review ennphatically reaffirm ing that
classification; both “FILE 0” and the review were published anew
(1995) in a poetry journal in Taiwan; foreign translators, editors
and scholars call it poetry; the fact that the text was adapted for
a performance by Mou Sen’s Beijing Theater Workshop (Xiju
Chejian) and as such has acquired the additional status of script
does not alter its original and continuing existence as a poem
(Yu 1995: 22; Yu 1998: 4).1
2
In fact, both these sizeable texts problematize the
distinction between poetry and prose.3 “SALUTE” has formal
regularities in rhyme and rhythm, the latter on the level of
sentences and stanzas rather than lines—but its lines cover the
full width of the page. Conversely, with its division in lines and
line-internal chunks separated by blanks, “ FILE 0” looks
typographically poetic, but its prosody is less than spectacular
and its division in sections is modeled on decidedly prosaic
examples. “SALUTE” makes an immediate appeal to the
imagination and abounds with doubt, ambiguity, contradiction,
paradox, actively encouraging interpretation; TILE 0" seemingly
claims to have but one sem antic level, that of objective
observation with some respect for the logic of everyday life—but
by defamiliarizing and contrasting language and “reality,” it
generates poetic tension. Both texts foreground an uneasy
1 See, for example, De Gids 1996-6 (back cover) and
Equlvalencias 26 (1995).
2 See, for example, De Brakke Hond 42 (1994): 15, 111, Yeh
(1998), and Xiju Chejian (1995).
3 Genre divisions in literature can be made from numerous
vantage points. Genres and subgenres in one scheme of things may
well cross the boundaries which constitute another. An allegory, for
instance, may materialize in prose as well as in poetry (or drama, for
that matter); the same is true for the genre of “worker’s literature,” to
give but one more example. While the present analysis is concerned
with the distinction of poetry and prose, that is certainly not to say that
generic examination of texts must always lead to categorization as
either one or the other: that entirely depends on the questions asked.
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relationship between sheer length
and poetic quality, but in other
aspects of the literary experience,
they are so un-alike that one might
well ask whether calling one poetry
would mean calling the other prose.
My answer to that question is no.
Both are indeed poetry, albeit of an
unusual kind— but for diffe ren t
reasons.
In what follows, I will (1) dwell
on problem s in the de finition of
(prose) poetry, (2) in a text-based
analysis, clarify the poetic status of
“SALUTE” and “ FILE 0，
” and (3)
conclude with a remark on th
evident viability of long poems i
contemporary Chinese literature.

1. A Wonderful Inadequacy
of Definitions

Yu Jian (photo from the author)
于 堅 （照片由作者提供）

If so asked, people will commonly say that they know what
poetry is—and therefore also what prose is: the rest, that is: the
unmarked case, the default mode of linguistic usage in literary
expression. They only become less assured when asked to
describe the thing they claim to know. Not just high school and
university students of literature, or those with no professional
interest in the subject: for the specialists, too, the distinction
between poetry and prose has occasionally been controversial
and usually less than absolute. There are no universally
accepted, clear-cut definitions of prose, poetry and what lies
between them, or outside their combined scope. While this
essay will maintain that poetry and prose are different things—so
different that even a distinction between prosaic poetry and
poetic prose is meaningfully made—it will begin by adding to the
confusion, through a look at some statements on the elusive
genre of prose poetry. If this appears to be celebrating
undefinability, that is not wholly unintended. I believe that
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criticism and scholarship can add substantially to our
appreciation of art, but I am reassured by their limitations. Or,
from another angle and in something of an aphorism: for the
critic, beauty is not a way out but a way in.4
Now to the term prose poetry, or in Chinese, sanwen shi.
Various authors writing on nineteenth-century European and
twentieth-century Chinese traditions agree that texts so labeled
are somewhere in a transitional zone, a grey area, a no man's
land between poetry and prose (Simon 1987: 3). But whether
they define such texts negatively as no longer constrained by
the rules of either genre, or positively as enjoying the best of
both worlds, the bottom line tends to be that they come under
poetry not prose: such texts are a special kind of poetry, not a
special kind of prose. John Simon, writing in 1959 on nineteenthcentury French, German and English texts, recognizes how
difficult it is to chart the territory between poetry and prose; he
nonetheless takes a clear stand, not hesitating to invoke
intangible concepts such as rhythm and beauty to justify calling
the texts he exam ines “ poetry” （
Simon 1987).5 Wang
Guangming, in a contribution to the 1986 Zhongguo da baike
quanshu [The great Chinese encyclopedia], states unequivocally
that in essence, the "modern lyrical literary form" of prose poetry
comes under poetry not prose (Wang 1986: 687). Xiao Xiao, in a
1998 survey of prose poetry from Taiwan and its history in
Chinese literature since Qu Yuan, quotes several Chinese
authors as saying that the texts under scrutiny are poetry which
has incorporated selected features of prose, not the other way
around—and takes issue with the dissenting voice of Luo Qing,
who proposes that ^poetic prose7s/?/ sanwen would do the job
equally well (Xiao 1998: 315-17). Xiao Xiao does not engage
with Lin Yiliang's 1953 claim that prose poetry is a true
borderline case belonging neither with prose nor with poetry,
perhaps because Linfs essay is included in a book called Lin
Yiliartg's Poetry Talk (Lin Yiliang shihua) (Lin 1976: 45). Menno
Wigman, in a 1998 anthology of French fin de siecle texts in
4 In the original: ^Schoonheid is geen uitvlucht van de criticus
maar uitgangspunt/' Stellingen (propositions) accompanying the thesis
edition summary of Van Crevel (1996).
5Introduction and Conclusion, esp. 3-4 and 697-98.
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Dutch translation, speaks of (<poetic prose" (dichterlijk proza)
only once, otherwise of "prose poems" (prozagedichten)
(Wigman 1998).6
Jt could be argued thatthe issue is that of the proverbial
bottle being half full or half empty—does it matter what you call
it? But such distinctions of perception (and indeed of intent) can
be crucial, certainly in the realm of art. Even if poetry and prose
do not exclude each other, nor lay claim to all-encompassing
generic classification, they do constitute the two ends of a scale
with arguable relevance for our approach of literary texts; and
the reasons why we assign certain coordinates to certain texts
are of scholarly interest. What strikes me as remarkable about
the consensus among the authors cited above is that while all
refer to a locus c/assicus of prose poetry, Baude/aireJs Le spleen
de Paris: petits poemes en prose . . . most take little note of the
fact that Baudelaire himself, in his letter to editor Arsene
Houssaye, speaks of "the miracle of a poetic prose . . Z1 (le
miracle d }une prose poetique), and not of prose poetry or
prosaic poetry (Baudelaire 1943: 4; 1989: 129; my italics).
Wigman does mention Baudelaire’s initial designation of his
writings (Wigman 1998: 15). But Wang Guangming has indeed
removed the inconvenient opening words (restored below
between square brackets) of Baudelaire’s famous description of
the texts, and quotes only its second half: w[the miracle of a
poetic prose, musical without rhythm and without rhyme, supple
enough and choppy enough] to fit the soul's lyrical movements,
the undulations of reverie, the jolts of consciousness” （
Wang
1986: 688; Baudelaire 1989: 129). One wonders if “prose
poetry7sani^en shi would have eclipsed ^poetic prose7s^?/ (huaf
xing) sanwen as the name of the genre if the title of Baudelaire's
collection had not eclipsed the letter that has often served as its
foreword.
To be sure, the authors cited above have done more in the
way of defining than reaffirm a label, with varying degrees of
success. Xiao Xiao identifies two characteristics for prose
poetry: it must have fictional intent (xiaoshuo qitu) and produce a
horror effect {songli xiaoying). He names four frequently used
ways to achieve such results: intermingling of fiction and reality
“Voorwoord,” esp. 13-18.
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(xu yu shi jianza), criss-crossing of time and space (shi yu kong
jiaocuo), reversal of feelings and situation (qing yu jing nizhuan),
rotation of “the world” and “I”
yty 你〇zhuanive/) (Xiao 1998:
324-37). Even if he claims no applicability for his theory beyond
texts from Taiwan, it is problematic in its arbitrariness and its
failure to address the issue of form, and it would seem to apply
equally well to a variety of works unanimously recognized as
either prose or poetry, that no one would dream of calling prose
poetry. John Simon, in an introductory discussion of prose
rhythm, defines rhythm as “the sound that—for various, and
never quite the same, reasons—seems apposite to, and coexpressive with the meaning." Toward the end of this study,
when he once again tackles the distinction between (prose)
poetry and (poetic) prose, he says:
This is what poetry, and therefore prose poetry as well, must do:
in the sound, in the syntax, in the cadences of the rhythm,
repeat, illustrate, intensify the idea—provide the body, the soma
that fits the psyche of the particular utterance. Then, again,
emotional charge has something to do with it all. [. . .] [C]ertain
topics almost ineluctably gravitate towards poetry: memories,
dreams, the passing parade of great names, the awareness of
mortality. But there is more, there is Mme Durry’s “proprement
I’ineffable.” It is something, lastly, in the rhythm of the statement
that makes the heart leap up, or race along, or—almost—stop,
overcome [. . .] Is it a rhythm, here, that associates itself to
something from our childhood, that echoes, perhaps, the rhythm
of our thoughts or passions? I do not know. In the last analysis, it
is the very problem of beauty: why is this face lovely to all, or
almost all, who behold it? Geometry, physiology, psychology and
aesthetics will come forward with their sundry explanations, and,
as far as they go, they will be good explanations. But there will
always be something more: the sheer inexplicable beauty of that
face. Ultimately, a prose poem is a prose poem because it is
more beautiful than prose. (Simon 1987: 13, 697-98)I

I have quoted Simon at length for two reasons: first, to point out
som ething of a contradiction between his_ adm ittedly
skeptical—discussion of prose rhythm and his identification of
rhythm as a distinguishing characteristic of poetry. Secondly, and
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more im portantly, because he allows for a degree of
undefinability. This concession in no way invalidates what we do
manage to define, and we donl need it out of dogmatic respect
for some mystery or other; it may well be that we simply don’t
have a choice. One noteworthy thing about the undefinability of
poetry is that aspects of human appreciation which cannot be
communicated by mobilizing yet more words must, in their
defiance of language, be considered supremely personal. And it
is exciting to think that language enables us to create things for
which we cannot account in language.
The undefinability of poetry reveals itself in the sheer
variety of (attempts at) definitions. Depending on the context—
why a definition is given, and by whom, and how seriously and
how ambitiously—divergent criteria are brought to bear. To name
but a few archetypes in addition to what we have seen so far;
• Definitions through bootstrapping, whether in abstractions:
“poetry is (the expression in words of) the undefinable/the
intangible/the unnameable，
” “poetry is saying the unsayable,”
or couched in imagery and thus mere examples of what is to
be defined: "poetry is a mirror,H "metaphor is he wanted to
speak but there was a tank parked on his voice.1'7
• Definitions begging the question, of the type “poetry is the
literary expression of beauty,” or Coleridge’s “poetry = the
best words in the best order,” or, in Shelley’s outrageous
formula，“poetry is a record of the best and happiest moments
of the happiest and best minds.”
• Canonical, vague and largely meaningless definitions such as
the traditional Chinese “poetry is the expression-in-words of
feelings / preoccupations"8 (shi yan zhi ye), or Wordsworth's
“poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.”
Without wanting to misconstrue their meaning and disregard
the unspoken assumptions accompanying either phrase, it
would be all too easy to produce doubtful instances of such
7 Cf. Preminger (1965: 640, 644). The latter statement was
offered by Simon Armitage in a seminar during the 1992 edition of the
annual Rotterdam festival Poetry International.
8 The possibility or indeed the need to translate zhi as
^preoccupation" is pointed out by Stephen Owen, cited in Denton 1996:
30.
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“poetry” （
I love you，you are a fascist，there is no hope for the
empire).
• Definitions based on the texfs visual qualities, of the type
“poetry is literary texts whose lines do not cover the full
width—or, for vertical script, the full length—of the page，
” or
,(for poetry, the author determines where on the page the
words end up, not the typesetter."9 While statements such as
these can be useful to make widespread assumptions about
poetry explicit, their limitations are obvious. First, they only
apply to texts on paper (written and read), not to texts in the
air (recited and heard). This problem may to some extent be
remedied by expanding the definition to the text’s aural
qualities, for example，“poetry has rhyme”一but that is an
unsatisfactory solution, for there is clearly such a thing as
musicality (rhyme and rhythm in their broadest sense) in
prose. Secondly, these statements touch on no more than
one feature of certain kinds of poetry from certain times and
places, i.e. line breaks.
Our powerlessness may be partially excused in the light of the
etymology of the word poetry, whose Greek origin means (i(an
instance of) creation”一it stands to reason that something that
was not there before is hard to define. But where does
etymology leave us for shit if not with objectionable renderings
like "words in a temple" or ,la temple of words," or the abovementioned llpoetry is the expression-in-words of feelings/
preoccupationsJ,? And so on and so forth. Significantly, there has
always been much less ado about definitions of (literary) prose.
This makes sense if we bear in mind that generally, prose is
close to the patterns of everyday speech—so that in prose,
literary usage is at the shortest possible distance from nonliterary language—while poetry derives its generic status from
disregard for those patterns.10*
Forty years ago, John Simon noted that prose poetry had
become harder to define, indeed harder to find, since the times
of Baudelaire cum suis: ll[W]hen poetry and prose have acquired
9Cf. Krol (1982: 3-4).
10 Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (1997) defines prose as
“ordinary written language，in contrast to poetry.
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the flexibility and inclusiveness they
now enjoy—thanks, in part, to the
prose poem—the need for a tertium
gi//c/d e cre a se s” （
Simon 1987:
700). We have since come through
another
ate s/々c/e, characterized
by happy disrespect for boundaries
of all kinds, the realm of literature
being no exception. S im on’s
“flexibility and inclusiveness” for
poetry and prose still ring true,
even more so than in the 1950s, for
Chinese and other literary
traditions.
It may be no
exaggeration to say that an
exclusive definition of the genre of
prose poetry is less than ever
possible. Taken to extremes, such
a view could imply that the very
distinction between poetry and
prose may ultim ately prove 于 堅 由 作 者 提 供 ）
obsolete and meaningless. The
next category to be abolished will be that of beauty. I would,
however, maintain that it is frequently possible, and meaningful,
to distinguish between half-full bottles and half-empty ones.
Here, I will attempt to do so for two important texts from
contemporary China, “SALUTE” by Xi Chuan and TILE 0” by Yu
Jian. In addition to what the above-mentioned authors have to
say about prose poetry / sanWen shi, my approach proceeds
from a list of what are to me essential issues in the study and
the classification of poetry, specifically poetry from the PRC.11 It
has grown over time, but in recent years been especially
informed by the work of five critics writing in Dutch, four from
Holland and one from Belgium. They are, in order of the
chronology of their publications: Simon Vestdijk (1979), J. J.
Oversteegen (1965), Gerrit Krol (1982), Hugo Brems (1991) and
Piet Gerbrandy (1995; 1996-1998). While they differ in style and
preferences, it is safe to say that all five attach greater
11
Cf. Van Crevel (1998), esp. sections fangfa [method] and jielun
[conclusion].
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importance to texts than to the circumstances under which they
are written. Below，I will examine “SALUTE” and TILE 0” with
attention to categories germane to our concern with prosaic vs.
poetic characteristics of Chinese literary texts: their look and
sound, their subject matter, style, and interpretation, what
reading attitude they require—and a few more things, which I
prefer not to disclose here in so few words as to distort them, but
will table in the latter half of section 2 instead.

2. "SAUJTE” and "FILE 0": Poetry or Prose?
劉半農
魯迅野草
禽蓮也
商紹渡
蘇

李季
王貴與李香香
贺敬之
雷鋒之歌
羅高林鄧小平

歐陽江河雪迪
廖亦武陳東東
楊煉

In Chinese literature from the first half of the twentieth
century, two names associated with prose poetry / sanwen shi
are those of Liu Bannong (for his groundbreaking translations
into Chinese of the 1910s) and Lu Xun, as the author of Yecao
(Wild Grass, 1926). For the latter half of this century, Xiao Xiao's
research on prose poetry from Taiwan identifies Shang Qin!s
work as an early and most influential example, further listing Su
Shaolian and Du Ye as important authors, and shows that the
genre is alive in the 1990s, and has been so since the early
1960s. By contrast, prose poetry does not manifest itself in
literature from the People's Republic until the mid-1980s.
Orthodox traditions in PRC literature since the 1940s contain
many examples of poems that might be called prosaic—for
example, Li Ji^ Wang Gui and Li Xiangxiang (Li [1946] 1954, Li
1982: 1.1*55), He Jingzhi^ Song of Lei Feng (He [1963] 1979:
366-426), and Luo Gaolin's (1996) Deng Xiaoping— but the
features leading one to do so (excessive length: tens and indeed
hundreds of pages of more or less linear narrative, lack of
original metaphor and ambiguity) are not at all those ascribed to
prose poetry in the broad Baudelairean tradition. If we
provisionally define the latter as short, poetic texts without line
breaks, experiments with prose poetry can be seen to occur
again on the Chinese mainland from the mid-1980s onward: in
the works of authors such as Ouyang Jianghe, Xue Di, Liao
Yiwu, Chen Dongdong, Yang Lian and Xi Chuan.12

12
This enumeration一 roughly following publication dates—is the
result of a quick survey, and lays no claim to completeness.
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Xi Chuan's work stands out, since his experiments appear
to be structural rather than incidental. In the 1990s, prose-like
poetic texts have becom e a tra d e m ark o f his art, recent
examp丨
es being “Misfortune”
1997) and “WhaUhe Eagle
Says" (Ying de huayu, 1999) (Xi Chuan 1997: 175-198; Xi
Chuan 1999).13 “SALUTE，
” written in 1992. is a turning point in
his oeuvre, its layout— across the
full width of the page, without line
b re aks— being one o f many
innovations if we compare it with
his p o etry o f the 1980s. An
analysis of prosaic and p o etic
qualities of “SALUTE” stands to
gain from contrasting 丨
t with Yu
Jian’s “FILE 0，
” which does have
line breaks, but of an unusual
kind. Both are conspicuous texts Xi Chuan (photo from the author)
in the PRC poetry sce n e ，and 西川（照片由作者^ 供）
have inspired critics and translators; both call attention to criteria
for distinguishing poetry from prose; and they are radically
different in so many ways that one might well ask whether calling
one poetry would not mean calling the other prose.14

九十年代

城家代
花大現
詩

13Dutch translations and introductions have appeared in Armada
15: 67-94 and Raster 88: 161-77.
14On the Chinese originals and English translations of these two
texts: Both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” have been published in the original
more than once. The Chinese text of “SALUTE” has a particularly long
and complicated publication history, laid out in detail in Van Crevel
(1999). My analysis is based on the text published in the 1992 issue of
the Sichuan unofficial poetry journal Jiu shi niandai: 94-106, with
corrections and changes made by Xi Chuan in November 1993, i.e. the
latest authorized version before book publication in Xi Chuan (1997:
159-74), which follows said corrections and changes with very few
exceptions. There are minor discrepancies with the most widely
available source, Huacheng 1 (1994: 88-96). For the Chinese text of
TILE 0," see Dajia 1 (1994: 48-58). It was also published—with, again,
minor discrepancies—in the Taiwan journal Xiandai shi 23 (1995: 1-11).
An English translation of “SALUTE” has appeared in Rend/’f/ons 51
(1999: 87-102); an English translation of “FILE 0” is scheduled for
publication in Renditions 55 (2001).
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The discussion of "SALUTE" and "FILE 0" should make it
clear beyond a shadow of a doubt that Xi Chuan and Yu Jian are
poets of dissimilar if not opposite orientation. I will therefore not
dwell on either poet's creative history, and only draw a few crude
lines to situate them in their literary surroundings.15 Xi Chuan
(1963) is from Beijing,16Yu Jian (1954) is from Kunming. In postMao poetry from the PRC, with its breathless succession of
schools and styles, an age difference of nine years could have
assigned them to different generations, but both came to the fore
as poets in the mid-1980s, and neither is associated with
"Obscure Poetry" (menglong shi), the trailblazing upsurge of
avant-garde poetry after the Cultural Revolution. If they began to
publish around the same time, what they publish has
consistently been very different. Yu Jian, often mentioned in the
same breath with Han Dong, is what I would call a poet of
dem ystification, or of dismantlement—a style which has,
somewhat misleadingly, been labeled "Speech Poetry" {kouyu
shi). Xi Chuan's art, by contrast, may across the range of its
development be called a poetry of wonder, and has, with some
justification, been subsumed under ■'Intellectuals' Writing" (zhishi
fenzi xiezuo). In 1999, Xi Chuan and Yu Jian were widely
perceived as representatives of opposing forces in a fiery
controversy over “Intellectuals’ Writing” vs “Popular/People’s
Writing" (minjian xiezuo)—
—Yu Jian, who instigated the debate,
used these labels to mete out blame and praise, respectively.
Both authors have published extensively in Chinese (poetry as
well as essays and literary criticism), in unofficial and official
journals, anthologies and individual collections, and there is no
dearth of commentaries on their writings by others. In recent
years, they have made appearances outside China and their
work has begun to appear in languages other than Chinese.
“SALUTE” consists of eight sizeable texts with separate
headings each containing a number (One through Eight) and an
individual title: Night, Salute, Abode, The Monster, Maxims,

徐州

15
For a literary-historical overview of poetry from the PRC see
Van Crevel (1996), chapters one to three.
16 Xi Chuan was born in Xuzhou (Jiangsu province), but he has
lived in Beijing since 1968.
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Ghosts, Fourteen Dreams, and Winter. In English translation, the
full text totals over 3200 words. "FILE 0" consists of seven parts:
a prologue called The File Room, five Books (Juan yi, Juan er,
etc, some of which are subdivided into sections):
History of Growing Up, History of Romantic Love, Daily Life and
Forms, and an epilogue entitled Last Book (Juan mo) containing
(lno main text" but Appendix One: File Production and Storage.
Its full text totals over 5000 words in translation. Appended to
this article are representative excerpts from both texts, both to
the tune of one very full page. Insofar as possible, I will limit my
discussion of their look and sound, of their subject matter, style,
and interpretation, and of the reading attitude they require to
those excerpts, returning to both texts in their entirety to
conclude my analysis.
Look and Sound

“SALUTE” and “FILE 0” look very different, as a single
glance at the excerpts will show. “SALUTE” has no line breaks;
notably, however, when it appeared in Huacheng, the editors
and/or typesetters must have hesitated to view line length as
irrelevant or coincidental, for they strictly adhered to the number
of characters per line in its 1992 publication in Jiushi niandai —
at the same time making sure that most lines did cover the width
of the page. But if the absence of line breaks would make
“SALUTE” prose, its poetic status in the visual realm is asserted
by the stylized, rhythm ic alternation of long and short
paragraphs, which we should for that reason probably call
stanzas. (Conceptually, tftese stanzas could be seen to take on
the role that lines play in shorter texts—that of the smallest
formal unit—in which case each of the eight texts making up
“SALUTE” would in turn function as something like a stanza in
the series, i.e. one level up. But how big can formal units such
as lines and stanzas maxim ally be if they are still to be
perceived as such?) The structure of The Monster is typical of
patterns discernible in most of the series, although they are not
equally obvious in each of its constituent parts.
“FILE 0” does have line breaks，but its lines tend not to be
“broken” until considerable time has passed, often making one
feel that the line, paradoxically, would have preferred to continue
but could not bear the prospect of being cast in the typesetter’s

卷一卷
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mold. It is an enjoyable instance of sacrilege to think that in this
respect, the translation does more justice to the spirit of the text
than the original, bizarre as that may sound. For if the visual
integrity of T IL E 0" is to be respected, the layout of the
translation has to be in “landscape” rather than “portrait” format,
drawing extra attention to the text’s width (and that is precisely
how Simon Patton’s masterly translations of other poems by Yu
Jian have appeared in print) (Patton 1996). Another thing likely
to catch the reader’s eye is that “FILE 0” is punctuated: not,
however, by punctuation characters (commas, full stops, etc.)
but by blanks, or “gaps.” The text shows a double discontent
with conventional line breaks, for it exceeds each line's quota
while simultaneously refusing to reach line status at all, through
the use of line-internal chunks, and thus of ttchunk breaks.1'
While its lines take too long, its chunks don't take long enough—
Yu Jian calls this form that of the “long-short phrase” （
changf
duan ju). As for breaks above the level of chunk and line, they
are there, but I would hesitate to speak of stanzas. Each
sequence of lines has its own title or subtitle, and every empty
line signals the end of a sequence. Of the seven parts of TILE
0," four are without subdivisions, Book Two: History of Growing
Up (from which our excerpt has been taken) numbering as many
as 54 lines. The other three are subdivided into smaller,
separately entitled sections, the shortest containing a mere five
lines. Within some of the longer sequences, another visual
instrument used is that of boldface type, for headings (e.g., in
our excerpt, “ appraisal，
” “ deficiencies,” “ note,” “ comment，
”
“ investigation，，） and subtitles.
In sum，in “SALUTE” it is not the lines that make it look like
it does but the stanzas, and in TILE 0" it is not the stanzas but
the chunks and the lines. On levels above that of the stanza,
both texts are visually structured in what should perhaps be
referred to as—very brief—chapters, in view of their numbering
and their individual titles. The sheer size of both texts in their
entirety will be discussed toward the end of this section. Let us
defer decisions on their status as (poetic) prose or (prosaic)
poetry until we have reviewed them from some other angles.
Generally, the aural qualities of Xi Chuan's writing are
conspicuous, both in the way he recites his work and in things
any reader can see without hearing the text read out loud, such
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as rhyme and parallelism. While “SALUTE” has no metrical
patterns, it does have a great deal of rhythm and it abounds with
rhyme, which in the absence of line breaks should probably be
classified as internal.17 From the second of its constituent
poems:
Zuowei chengke de niao. Zuduan de hedao. Wei dansheng de
ernii. Wei chengxing de leishui. Wei kaishi de chengfa. Hunluan.
Pingheng. Shangsheng. [. . .] bu neng xiang manma, er ying
xiang qidao, bu neng xiang dapao de hongming, er ying xiang
chui feng de huxiao [. . .] a, wo duo xiang jiaohan, dang shu bai
zhi wuya guozao, wo mei you jin kou yu yan—wo jiushi buxiang
zhi zhao.//Yuwang tai duo, haishui tai shao.

作為乘客的鳥。阻斷的河道。未誕生的兒女。未成形的淚水。未
開始的懲罰。混亂。平衡。上升 。[……]不能像謾罵，而應像祈
禱 ，不能像大炮的轟鳴，而應像吹風的呼嘯。[……]啊 ，我多想叫
喊 ，當數百隻烏鴉聒噪，我沒有金口玉言—
— 我就是不祥之兆。//
欲望太多，海水太少。
Now to rhythm on the sentence level. Within stanzas, the
sentence (ending in a full stop, a question mark or an
exclamation mark) and its component phrases (separated by
other puncutation characters) operate as rhythmic units. The
manipulation of phrase length, sentence length, repetition and
parallelism is clear—in translation as well as in the original—in
the opening stanza of our excerpt, which I have for present
purposes divided into three parts:
[1] The monster—I have seen it. The monster has bristly hair,
razor-sharp teeth, it is close to going blind. The monster
breathes its husky breath, it shouts of calamity, yet its feet move
without a sound. [2] The monster has no sense of humor, like
someone trying hard to cover up humble origins, like someone
destroyed by a calling; it has no cradle offering memories, no
goal offering direction, not enough lies to defend itself. [3] It
beats on tree trunks, it collects infants; it lives like a rock, it dies
like an avalanche.
17
A more detailed analysis of how “SALUTE” sounds is offered
in Van Crevel (1999).
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Repetition and parallelism are prominent features throughout. In
[1], phrases and sentences become progressively longer. The
phrases in [2] are longer than those in [1], and the sentence as a
whole leaves the reader out of breath. [3] reverts to shorter
phrases and a shorter sentence, generating a jagged rhythm
which comes to a halt in the stanza break after “avalanche.” For
aural rhythm on the stanza level, I refer to the alternation of long
and short stanzas noted above, with some qualification: its effect
hinges on the short stanzas being truly short and the long
stanzas not being too long, on perceptible patterning of long and
short, and—last but not least—on expert recital.
The aural qualities of “FILE 0” are remarkable but not
sophisticated in what would conventionally be called a poetic
way. Where there is rhyme it seems coincidental, and where
there is rhythm, that really is another word for insistent repetition
and parallelism, frequently generating monotony. As will become
clear below, that anaphorical monotony would seem to be
among the aims of this text, and should therefore be viewed as
being of a purposeful and not a clumsy kind. The opening lines
of our excerpt from Book Two: History o f Growing Up are a case
in point:
and his listening has begun and his looking has begun
and his moving has begun
grown-ups give him hearing grown-ups give him seeing
grown-ups give him movement
for mom say “mother”
for dad say “father”
for granny say
“grandmother"
that dark
that turbid
that obscure
that tangled lump of
flesh and blood

and there are innumerable such examples throughout the text,
often with a constant number of characters/syllables per chunk
in a given passage, ranging from one to six or seven. Against
this backdrop, the rarely found gapless bits stand out—in fact,
aurally more so than visually. Take the final lines of our excerpt:I
I drew a tank on a wall on a pure white wall on a public wall on
everybody’s wall on a collective
wall was drawn a great big tank by me I perpetrated the crime of
liberalism must by all means resolutely mend my ways
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“FILE 0” thus displays a mechanical, enumerative rhythm
throughout, usually with a noticeable, rigid beat, and on few
occasions of a downright maniacal kind.
As regards their sound，“SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are no
less different than in the way they look. Neither criterion would
by itself warrant immediate, confident classification of either text
as poetry or prose.
Subject M a tte r Style, and Interpretation

Both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are big texts，if they are to be
poems or prose poems, and it is not clear that either has
attempted to limit its subject matter. “SALUTE” takes place in a
dreamlike atmosphere, far from the hustle and bustle of modern
life, evoking instead an old world of myth and fairy tale. It does
so in a language that is usually at a far remove from the
vernacular. Xi Chuan's style is highly literary, in its ornateness
including out-of-the-way and archaic expressions. The Monster,
our excerpt, is in these respects once more representative of the
series in its entirety. It contains scenes and images from the
natural as well as from the human world, which are regularly
presented as being in opposition, or at least at cross-purposes; it
has room for loose ends, i.e. for scattered, fragmentary ideas
and situations which are not brought to conclusion, albeit less so
than some other parts of the series; and, perhaps most
importantly, it posits something that can be seen as a romantic,
reverent image of poetry. To provide a minimum of clarification
for that claim, I draw attention (with reference to the abovementioned inadequacy of definitions) to the m onster's
unnameability as asserted in the third long stanza, and to its
description as a llmetaphor of a m onstef {biyu de ju shou)
toward the end. To complement that claim, however, and do
justice to Xi Chuan’s original contribution to Chinese poetry, I
should add that in its entirety，the series “SALUTE” can
convincingly be shown to question a romantic dichotomy of the
lofty realm of poetry vs. the vulgar domain of everyday reality;
there are sudden interruptions of the dream, with concomitant
changes in diction. It is precisely such indeterminacy, not merely
in subject matter，
that sets off Xi Chuan’s work of the 1990s from
his earlier w riting s.18 Arguably，then, “SALUTE” is a text
18Cf. Van Crevel (1999), esp. section (2).
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positively demanding interpretation. Not just because of hints
like “this metaphor of a monster，
” but also in order for us to
reconcile its more fa n tastic aspects with instances of
verisimilitude. Reference to what is commonly known as “reality”
is most notable in the staging (in Fourteen Dreams) of historical
persons closely associated with Xi Chuan, PRC poets Haizi
（
1964-1989) and Luo Yihe (1961-1989), and in the text’s attempt
to come to terms with their deaths. In “SALUTE,” it is, indeed,
most of all the reality of death—an all too human death of the
poet, creator of potentially immortal poetry—that shows the
opposition of poetry and reality to be untenable.19
In “FILE 0，
” the most extreme instance of a failure_ or
rather，of unwillingness—to limit subject matter is found in the
second half of Book Five: Forms, ominously entitled "Inventory
of Objects，
” which lists, in great detail, the contents of the
protagonist’s room. I will but quote two of the 48 lines:
15 kilograms of old magazines
5 kilograms of old wall
calendars 20 kilograms of waste paper
unit price for old magazines 0.20 yuan per kilo (same price
for wall calendars and waste paper)

Suffice it to say that these “objects” and the accompanying
commentary are in tune with the rest of the room as it is
depicted in the text. And a penchant for accumulation in TILE 0n
is by no means restricted to the material world, as a passage
from our excerpt shows:
turned into words-that-name function words syllables past
tense word groups passive voice
affixes turned into meaning real sense set sense original
sense derived sense dual sense
turned into interrogative sentences declarative sentences
compound and complex sentences [...]

19
Textual and contextual evidence for these comments is
presented in Van Crevel (1999), section (3).
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at one stops suckling at two goes to childcare at four goes to
kindergarten at six becomes cultured
first grade to sixth
certified by
Teacher Zhang
seventh
grade eighth grade ninth grade certified by
Teacher Wang tenth grade eleventh grade certified by
Teacher Li in the end he graduates from university

Especially if considered alongside "SALUTE,the most striking
thing about the subject matter of “FILE 0” is its obsessive
recording of unspectacular, self-evident or downright trivial
notions and facts. To be sure, these are offered with reasonable
coherence, fleshing out the skeleton of an anonymous urban life
in contemporary China emerging from the titles of the Books
(birth, growing up, love, daily life, forms) expertly stored in the
File Room. In its lack of ambition to describe anything unusual,
this aspect of its subject matter is best summed up as prosaic—
or, of course, as ironic. Crucially, on a higher level of abstraction,
“FILE 0” is about the phenomenon of personal files that
institutions in the PRC keep on their members, employees, etc.
(renshi dang^n). But while a time- and place-bound reading
may bring to mind Kafkaesque traits of Chinese life during, say,
the Cultural Revolution, when banal information on the most
minute and private of one’s daily movements could mean the
difference between life and death—and found its way into
people’s personal files—the interpretation of “FILE 0” is by no
means limited to recent mainland Chinese history,20 for the
power of files is of all times and places. Systematicity is the
enemy of individual styles, files can maim the people whose
lives they write up and reduce ftiem to numbers, and meticulous
recording of one’s activities, including the less glamorous, will
find every human being vulnerable, with the exception of
mythological model soldiers and movie stars. Socio-political
readings aside, “FILE 0” can also, and no less importantly，be
seen to address issues such as the incompatibility of public and
private discourse, and the capacity of language to shape—and
not to serve—"reality," to prescribe life rather than describing it.
Meanwhile, I have tacitly passed over the question whether
“FILE 0” should be interpreted at all，which is of special interest
20Cf. He (1994).
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in the light of its author's avowed aversion to metaphor,
symbolism and so on.21 If more is needed than the above,
cursory remarks to justify the act of interpreting "FILE 0," it may
be useful to remember that in the last analysis, it is the reader
not the writer who determines what is metaphor and what is not.
Moreover, the quality of parody in “FILE 0” actively suggests that
this text "does not say what it says." If presented as a literary
text, the driest institutional language—in its alienation from other,
more real realities—begs for doubt and interpretation. In a way,
Yu Jian's method is one of brute force, and hence of what I have
called purposeful monotony. He exhibits endless examples of
official or mainstream language on various kinds of social traffic,
and punctuates that exhibition with incredulous, questioning,
ironic comments and w ould-be objective, disinterested
depictions of human—unofficial, peripheral—behavior. For TILE
0,” issues of subject matter, style and interpretation may be
summed up in an aphorism: this text is not only about a file, it is
a file itself; and it not only /?as a style, but it /s abouf style as
well.22
Dividing lines between issues of form and content in
literary writing are hardly ever clear. Still, it is safe to say that
what “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are about—as opposed to what
they look like and what they sound like—gives us grounds for
calling both texts poetry. As above, they are given the same
classification for different reasons: "SALUTE" for its imagery,
“FILE 0” for its irony.
Reading A ttitu d es Required

Comparison of the types of reading that “SALUTE” and
TILE 0" require offers further clues. If a poetry-reading attitude
discards the primacy of the “message”一in favor of a certain look
and sound, of imagery and irony—and does not seek, shall we
say, functional, goal-oriented, logically more or less linear
communication, then "SALUTE" is definitely poetry. The case
presented by "FILE 0" is less simple. One would hardly call a
21 Cf. Yu (1997).
22 Some of these observations on "FILE 0" were first put forward
in Van Crevel (1997).
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plethora of trivial information on an unspectacular and in many
ways predictable PRC urban life a “message”
；then again，the
reader may well pick up a meta-message of the kind discussed
in the previous paragraphs, for example on systems of control
exercised by files and their keepers, and, by implication, on
political repression. But can that message lay claim to primacy in
this text? And for the reader who finds that it cannot, does TILE
〇，
，contain sufficient other attractions? I would say that it does:
the previous paragraphs have shown that its presentation is of
foremost importance.
If a poetry-reading attitude appreciates doubt, ambiguity,
contradiction, paradox，（
unresolved) tension, both “SALUTE”
and “FILE 0” qualify as poetry again; unsurprisingly，in different
ways. In “SALUTE，
” the reader immediately encounters what I
have earlier called indeterminacy. This happens both on the
surface level of the text, within the confines of units like the
sentence, the stanza and the constituent poem, and during the
act of interpretation of the series in its entirety. In “FILE 0，
” on
the other hand, the real tension is between the text and its
subtext, in its defamiliarization of language and “reality■” And for
a time- and place-bound interpretation, drawing on historical
realities, the reader will benefit from extra-textual knowledge of
urban life in contemporary China—something that is much less
true for W
SALUTE.W
What about the act of reading itself? What does a poetry
reader do? I am aware that this is a normative generalization—it
does not at all hold, for instance, for prosaic poems from the
PRC mentioned earlier (Wang Gui and Li Xiangxiang, Song of
Lei Feng, Deng Xiaoping)^：
and I would want to leave ample
room for exceptions, but one of my reflexes when faced with a
text which I assume to be poetry is to adopt an attitude of close
reading. In Oversteegen's definition:
Close reading is first of all: reading thoroughly, word by word,
and secondly (that is, specifically): reading on the assumption
that every part of a text has—or should have—its place in a
meaningfully coherent structure.23

See Van Crevel (1996: 115-16) and Oversteegen (1965: 3335).
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Or，in Gerbrandy’s words (Gerbrandy 1995: 15; 1997; 1995: 15)
and with explicit reference to poetry: ,([W]hen reading poems,
one must examine the text per square millimeter” and “assume
that entire worlds are hidden behind every word” and，in an
extreme formula:
[0]ne should attempt to read, in the first instance, every single
poem as if it were the only linguistic utterance in the world.24

Back to our texts: is this the type of reading they require? For
“SALUTE，
” I would say that it is，for reasons outlined in my
discussion of its subject matter, style, and interpretation. But that
generates two problems: a close reading of “SALUTE” leaves
one with not a few loose ends, and more importantly, it is
impossible to read a text of over 3,200 words with the intensity
prescribed by Oversteegen and Gerbrandy. “FILE 0” does not
demand a microscopic reading, the most obvious reason being
that large parts of the texts consist of mechanical enumeration.
In fact，a hurried，diagonal reading of “FILE 0” might well be
reasonably gratifying, something that is unthinkable for
“SALUTE.” “FILE 0，
，is thus less poetic than “SALUTE” in the
reading attitude it requires, and that is just as well in view of the
fact that it is an even longer text. From this reader’s point of
view, the very size of the two texts may make them not prose,
but poetry with a problem.
Icon icity

Let us recall one Qf John Simon’s claims for poetry，made
in the spirit of Roman Jakobson:
This is what poetry, and therefore prose poetry as well, must do:
in the sound, in the syntax, in the cadences of the rhythm,
repeat, illustrate, intensify the idea—provide the body, the soma
that fits the psyche of the particular utterance. (Simon 1987:
697)
24 Cf. Simon: **[W]here so minute a reading becomes necessary,
one cannot help feeling in the presence of poetry" (1959: 693).
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The correlation should probably be expanded to include visual
qualities, especially with an eye on “SALUTE” and “FILE 0■” By
iconicity, then, I mean mechanisms allowing form to contribute
directly to content, so that form is an icon of content, not its—
more or less arbitrary—stylization.25 Iconicity is not a salient
feature of “SALUTE,” although Xi Chuan’s diction is often an
icon for his subject matter: the various linguistic registers he
employs are usually in agreement with the scenes they describe.
A more concrete instance of iconicity can be found in The
Monster, our excerpt. The short stanzas feature birds, while the
long stanzas are the domain of the monster itself, of human
beings, of the tiger and the donkey, all of them earth-bound and
unable to fly. This opposition would not be iconic if the long
stanzas were full of birds instead; the short stanzas’ brevity
makes them “light” and invites one to see them as taking off’
upward, from the “heavy” stanzas situated on the ground. In this
respect, The Monster is remarkably like Mallarme's Frisson
d'hiver, in which brief stanzas alternating with longer ones are
populated by spiders living at heights close to the ceiling
(Mallarme 1935: 111-15).
TILE 0," on the other hand, is an example par excellence
of iconicity, in that it is laid out as, and largely written in the style
of the file that it is about—so much so that one could think of it
as an objet trouve, a ready-made (but modified) work of art in
the tradition of Marcel Duchamp. It may be no exaggeration to
say that iconicity is its most effective feature, especially since
TILE 0n is in fact about the reinforcement and the taking over of
content by form ，albeit primarily in “life itself” rather than
literature. The criterion of iconicity Vvould certainly not lead me to
call either of our texts prose，and it makes “FILE 0” more
markedly poetic than “SALUTE.”
Presence versus Progression

To conclude this section, I will examine our two texts with
extensive reference to Gerrit Krol's essay Free Verse (Het vrije
vers, 1982), a perspicacious and entertaining piece on the
25 The distinction of form and content is no more problematic
than that of soma and psyche, and equally fascinating.
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distinction between poetry and prose. Krol's own literary writing,
incidentally, is highly successful in its disregard for that
distinction.26 On the issue of visual layout, he says, indulging in
some excusable generalization:
A distinguishing characteristic of poetry is that not all of its lines
are of the same length. In prose, most or all lines are of the
same length. And there is another clear difference: the length of
the work itself. Poems are usually shorter than stories. We can
even observe that the average poem is shorter than one page,
and the average story is longer. [. . .] A poem may be viewed at
a glance.

That is nothing new, but Krol's quasi-naive observation on the
poem’s viewability-at-a-glance takes on added importance as we
read on:
We generalize this proposition: a work of art is a unity. By this,
we mean that what we imagine the work of art to be [. . .] is a
unity: it may be recorded in one memory, in one emotion. This
holds for poems as well as for stories. But the difference is that
this sensation of unity, if evoked by a poem, has a direct
representation in another unity: that of the page. [ ■. . ] Of a
poem, the unity is directly visible in the one page, while of a
story, the unity is /n-directly visible: in a sequence.

“SALUTE” and “FILE 0” can each be recorded in one memory /
emotion, and their (imagined) unity as works of art does not
hinge on internal sequence, in time and/or in logic; but neither
can be viewed at a glance. Both texts exceed the size of Krol's
average poem by so much that the concept of the page loses its
relevance. But while neither is contained in a single page, both
do display the unity of a poem, according to Krol:
[A poem], for all its truth, can lay no claim to logic, and is not
necessarily consistent. It is a unity none the less. We could call
something like that “coherent. Things cohere，and f/7af is why
they are true: a and 办 are true，not because one is a
E.g. Krol(1997).
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consequence of the other, but because they are similar: a ^ b
[not a
b]. Poetry is the place where the world meets itself in
comparisons, images situated in different layers, constituting
each other’s meaning and, moreover, exchangeable.

While, in a crude paraphrase of Krol's opposition of = and
both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are infinitely more to do with
metaphor than with plot or character development, in this
respect there is indeed an appreciable difference between them.
There is a socio-chronological side to TILE 0" (in the line-up of
the books: birth, growing up, romantic love, daily life, forms)
which “SALUTE” lacks altogether. That chronology, however，
does not build up to a resolution of any kind, and none of its
stages are presented as the consequences of earlier ones.
Rather, its parts appear alongside one another, in an attempt to
attain a semblance of completeness in their description of one
life. In fact, one of the points that TILE 0" makes is precisely
that of the absence of meaningful or purposeful order in that life.
Just like the file is in many ways no more than an endless,
unmotivated if not arbitrary accumulation of words, so the life it
contains is but an accumulation of situations. That, crucially,
makes it possible to start reading—and certainly to start re
reading—more or less anywhere. The same is true, by and
large，for “SALUTE.” That is not to say，however, that its
constituent texts could be reshuffled with total impunity.
Especially the first and the last are anchored in their positions,
and there is a development of the atmosphere in the series that
would be affected by changing the arrangement of its parts.
We find, as elsewhere, that in Krol’s scheme of things
neither text can be immediately classified as poetry. But the
possibility to enter both texts at various places and enjoy a
fruitful, partial (re-)reading would make a classification as prose
impossible，according to Krol’s ideas. Here is what he says
about novels:
The order on a page is constituted in two ways: horizontally
(words -> line) and vertically (lines -> page). Since a poem
consists of no more than one page, these are the only two
principles of order. In a story, they are joined by a third (pages
book). [. . .] Of the threefold ordering made possible by novels,
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only one type is used: the order of the words, as determined by
the author. A novel is in fact one long line [. . .] What puts me off
in almost every novel is the need to start reading on the first
page. L/ke a painting that would oniy be visible if you started
looking in the top left corner. [. . .] Self-evidently, a novel should
not be compared to a painting but to music: everything comes in
a certain, predetermined sequence. [. . .] If, years [after you first
read it], you want to reread a beautiful page [. . .] you must first
remember what has preceded that page.27

We know that “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are not novels. And yet,
the tongue-in-cheek quality of this passage aside, the phrase
one long line does strike me as an appropriate description of the
obsessfVe, imretentfng bombardment of fanguage that fs “RLE
0.n As I have said before, its lines feel as if they might have
preferred not to be broken but could not bear the prospect of
being cast in the typesetter's mold; Yu Jian, while unwilling to
leave things in the typesetter's hands, tries to explode the line.28
I daresay that this text would actually love to be one long line, if
only that could be physically realized: ideally, one biting its own
tail like a snake, to complete the vicious circle of the "O" in its
name and rule out escape from the world it contains.29
The image of the snake, in this context, takes us back to
Baudelaire. He used it, in his letter to Arsene Houssaye, to
market qualities of his innovation that Krol might recognize as
belonging to poetry:
We can stop wherever we want, I my reverie, you the
manuscript, the redder his reading: for I do not bind the latter's
27 Quotes from Krol (1982: 10-14). My translation of “die elkaar
bedoelen” （
12) as “constituting each other’s meaning” is intended as
academic not creative, so as to minimize the risk of misunderstanding.
For clarity’s sake, I have taken the liberty to translate “bladzij 5” （
13) as
“the first page,”
28 A phrase used by Simon Patton (personal communication,
May 1998).
29Cf. commentaries on “FILE 0” by He Yi (1994: 63) and Michelle
Yeh (1998: 107-108), pointing out possible meanings contained in the
shape of the
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recalcitrant will to the endless thread of a superfluous plot.
Remove one vertebra, and the two pieces of that tortuous
fantasy will reunite without difficulty. Chop it up into many
fragments, and you will find that each one can exist separately.
In the hope that some of those segments will be lively enough to
please and to divert you, I dare dedicate to you the entire
serpent. (Baudelaire 1989: 129)

As is true for many of the angles adopted earlier in this essay,
Krol’s and Baudelaire’s remarks do not locate either “SALUTE”
or “FILE 0” squarely in the camp of either prose or poetry. But if
no other options were offered, both would, again, gravitate
toward the latter, crudely put: because they are not narrative,
internally sequential texts. While there is, of course, such a thing
as narrative poetry (and non-narrative prose, for that matter),
narrative effectiveness arguably stands to lose much from the
non-default usage that is the essence of poetry. It will by now
have become abundantly clear that I see plenty of reasons for
calling both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” poetry, albeit of an unusual
kind. The most important reason is akin to Krol’s dichotomy of
coherence and consequence/consistency. I would, however, use
another pair of terms for contrasting the essence of the poetic
with that of the prosaic experience, drawing attention to the
presence of poetry as opposed to the progression of prose.
Granted, in both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” presence has been
spread thin and stretched to the point of resembling progression;
but crucially, one can more or less enter and exit anywhere, and
enjoy a worthwhile engagement with the text.
The concepts of presence and progression may need no
elucidation, but I will end this section by offering an analogy with
works by two masters of the jazz saxophone, if only to qualify
KroTs provocative reference to music, of all things, as an
illustration of prose. The bebop solos of Charlie Parker must
travel by the harmonic progression of fixed chord sequences,
commonly called “the changes,” but large parts of the solos
Steve Coleman has played with “The Five Elements” materialize
over the constant harmonic presence of one chord. Thus, the
undeniable poetry in Parker's playing lies in his versatility within
the brief time reserved for any one chord or scale, among other
things; but across chords, he must remain prosaically in sync
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with a compelling, linear, sequential structure which assigns to
each moment a relative harm onic value and cannot be
reshuffled. By contrast, many of Coleman’s compositions
generate unchanging, non-linear harmonic environments whose
temporal limits are set simply by on-cue termination at the
bandleader’s discretion, not com pletion of an harmonic
narrative. Harmonically and in their entirety，then，Coleman’s
solos are more poetic than Parker’s.

3. Fringe Poetry

敘事性
孫文波

Since their publication, both “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” have
been called poems. As much as in the nature of the texts, this
classification may have its source in the fact that both Xi Chuan
and Yu Jian had established themselves as poets before
publishing “SALUTE” and “FILE 0■” I hope to have shown that a
text-based classification of both works as poetry not prose is
justified, but by no means straightforward. It must, on the
contrary, be complicated and conditional. And it calls attention to
perennial issues which are of acute relevance in the turbulent
literary scenes of contemporary China: think, for example, of the
recurrence of “narrativity” （
xi/s/?/ x/ng) in debates fueled by the
work of poets like Sun W enbo.3。To return to the spatial
metaphors used in the beginning of this paper (prose poetry as a
transitional zone，a grey area，no man’s land between prose and
poetry)，one could think of “SALUTE” and “FILE 0” as fr/ngre
poetry. And the thing distancing them from the heartland is, most
of all, their length. Length comes in for every single one of the
criteria against which, the texts have been checked above, from
their look to their position on the scale of presence and
progression.
Not a few authors from various times and places, while
acknowledging the existence of long texts called ^poetry," have
found length incompatible with what they consider to be good
poetry. In Goethe's famous phrase: in der Beschrankung zeigt
sich erst der Meister, or to quote Lloyd Haft explaining criteria for
his selection of modern Chinese texts for literary translation:
“The poem should be short” （
Haft 1994: 35). Length_ in lines as
Cf. Cheng (1998: 6-8ff).
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well as in pages—is a conspicuous feature of much poetry from
the PRC, from extreme cases such as the aforementioned Deng
X iaoping (278 pages) to poems the size of T IL E 0n or
“SALUTE,” to poems which remain within the limits of one
(rather full) page，but could hardly be “viewed at a glance.” Haft
has said about this, in a published conversation with Leo Ou-fan
Lee:
I believe a lot of PRC poetry could be made much more
acceptable to a Western audience if someone would just tell
them to take it home and arbitrarily cut out fifty percent, let it rest
three days, and then cut out another fifty percent. Sometimes I
have the idea that people in the PRC are so starved for ideas
that they really appreciate it when a poet tries to bring in as
many different things as possible in one poem. To them, that is
liberating, whereas to us, it is overburdening. (Chong 1992: 43)

The sheer size per se of many poems from the PRC is not
the focus of this article, but part of the explanation may well lie in
such “liberation.” Especially for the first decade after the Cultural
Revolution, PRC avant-garde poetry’s explosion into pluriformity
and abundance— mostly as regards content— may be
understood as a reaction to decades of repression. Then again,
one could also argue that while the avant-garde’s intended
readership, socio-political function and presentation modes differ
vastly from those of Socialist Realist poetry, the tradition of
length as practiced by avant-garde authors shows the lingering
influence of an orthodoxy which held sway from the late 1930s
until the 1970s—and which,'viewed from the vantage point of
other literary traditions, is characterized less by subtlety than by
brute force. These lines of thought need not exclude each other,
nor any further explications. Research on the matter would also
have to investigate reading attitudes (and writing attitudes!) in
contemporary poetry from the PRC, with special attention to the
phenomenon of imagery. While recognizing the dangers of
generalization, I would contend that the type of close reading
discussed earlier in this essay has been anything but the
dominant trend in PRC criticism and scholarship of the 1980s
and 1990s; this adds to the acceptabiltity, or indeed the
desirabiltity, of long poems.
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Be all that as it may，“SALUTE” and “FILE 0” are poems
with certain prosaic qualities, not the other way around, and
should be considered prose poems rather than poetic prose.
Simon’s 1959 claim that “the prose poem is now dead” and his
1965 qualification that “[it] is with us still, but
it has become
the occasional ^side1of writers whose essential utterances take
other forms” （
Simon 1987: 700; 1965: 665) were both, one
suspects, made with Western literatures in mind, and cannot be
extended to the People’s Republic of China—or to contemporary
Taiwan，as Xiao Xiao’s work has shown. In the Chinese world of
letters, however, Lin Yiliang made similar contentions in 1953,
culminating in his advice to young writers to stay away from this
form that was neither flesh nor fowl (Lin 1953: 44). But the work
of prominent Chinese authors in the decades thereafter compels
us to note that while prose poetry may be dead in some places,
it is alive in others. Bearing in mind differences between the
cultural history of late nineteenth-century Europe and that of late
twentieth-century China, for these Chinese texts we should not
speak of revival or reincarnation, but rather of a life of their own.
Both in where they come from—their origin must be something
else than extrication from strict formal rules, as in the French
case—and in where they may lead.

Xi Chuan (photo from the author)
西川（照片由作者提供）
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Appendix 1: Xi Chuan，SALUTE (excerpt)
translation by Maghiel van Crevel, Renditions # 51 (1999)
four：
the m o nster

The monster—I have seen it. The monster has bristly hair, razor-sharp teeth, it
is close to going blind. The monster breathes its husky breath, it shouts of
calamity, yet its feet move without a sound. The monster has no sense of
humour, like someone trying hard to cover up humble origins, like someone
destroyed by a calling; it has no cradle offering memories, no goal offering
direction, not enough lies to defend itself. It beats on tree trunks, it collects
infants; it lives like a rock, it dies like an avalanche.
The crow seeks allies among scarecrows.
The monster hates my hairdo, hates my smell, hates my regret and my
overcautious ways. In short, it hates my habit of dressing up happiness in
pearls and jade. It bursts through my door, tells me to stand in a comer, will not
let me explain and falls through my chair, shatters my mirror, rips my curtains
and all protective screens around my private soul. I beg it: "When I am thirsty,
don"t take away my teacup!" Right then and there it digs out water from a
spring: that must be its answer.
A ton of parrots, a ton of parrot-talk!
For the tiger we say “tiger，
” for the donkey we say “donkey.” But how do you
address the monster? It has no name, so its flesh melts into its shadow, so you
cannot call out to it, so you cannot determine its place in the sun nor foretell
the fortune or misfortune it may bring. It should be given a name, like "sorrow"
or "shyness," it should be given a pond from which to drink, it should be given a
roof over its head for shelter from the rain. A monster with no name is scary.
A thrush bumps off all the king's men!
The monster is exposed to temptations too, but not those of the palace, not
those of female beauty and not those of sumptuous candle-lit banquets. It is
coming toward us, but surely there is nothing about us to make its mouth
water? Surely it will not try to suck emptiness from our bodies? What kind of
temptation is that! Sideways through a shadowy passageway, the monster
collides head-on with a glint of steel, and that smallest of injuries teaches it to
moan—to moan, to live, not to know what faith is. But as soon as it calms
down, it hears the sesame stalks budding once again, it smells the Chinese
rose's fragrance once again.
Across a thousand mountains flies the wild goose, too timid to speak of itself.
This metaphor of a monster goes down the mountainside, picks flowers, sees
the reflection of its face in the river, in its heart of hearts feels unsure who that
is; then it swims across, goes ashore, looks back at the haze above the water,
finds nothing, understands nothing; then it charges into the city, follows the trail
of a girl, comes by a piece of meat, spends the night under eaves, dreams of a
village, of a companion; then it sleepwalks fifty miles, knows no fear, wakes up
in the morning sun, discovers it has returned to its earlier place of departure:
still that thick bed of leaves, hidden underneath the leaves the dagger still—
what is about to happen here?
Dove in the sand, you are awakened by the shine of blood: the time to fly has
come!

Appendix2: YuJian, FILE0(excerpt)
translation byMaghiel vanCrevel, forthcoming inRenditions #55(2001)
Book Two

History o f Growing Up

and his listening has begun
and his looking has begun
and his moving has begun
grown-ups give him hearing
grown-ups give him seeing
grown-ups give him movement
for mom say "mother" for dad say “father" for granny say “grandmother”
that dark
that turbid
that obscure
that tangled lump of flesh and blood
becoming limpid
becoming clear understood
entered on one character-square after another
one manuscript page after another
turned into words-that-name
function words
syllables
past tense
word groups
passive voice
affixes
turned into meaning
real sense
set sense
original sense
derived sense
dual sense
turned into interrogative sentences
decorative sentences
compound and complex sentences
linguistic rhetoric semantic symbols
a parasite on words
from now on unable not to hear words
not to see words
not to meet words
some words make him public
some words cover up for him f 〇!!〇w/ing words from simple to complex
from
shallow to profound
from childish to mature
from choppy to smooth
this little man
at one stops suckling
at two goes to childcare
at four goes to kindergarten
at six becomes cultured
first grade to sixth
certified by Teacher Zhang
seventh grade eighth grade ninth grade
certified by
Teacher Wang
tenth grade eleventh grade
certified by
Teacher Li
in the end he graduates from university
a thesis
thematically clear
properly composed
on distinct levels
with meticulous tone patterns
painstaking parrallelism
say this mean that
like footsteps in an empty vale
with flying colors
speak the mind bare the heart
respects teachers
cares for classmates
opposes individualism
never comes late
abides by discipline
delights in hard work
never quits early
is no foulmouth
bothers no women
tells no lies fights the Four Pests
is hygienic takes not a needle or thread from the masses
is active and involved
is civilized
has a beautiful soul
has a beautiful bearing
trims his fingernails
calls out to uncle
says hello to auntie
gives grandpa a hand
offers grandma his arm
puts his hands behind his back when class starts
actively demands progress
listens keenly to lectures
is serious about note-taking
is vivid and vigorous is modest and prudent
is diligent and undaunted
does not like physical education
sometimes tells jokes in class does not regularly brush his teeth
report to teacher
he picked up a penny on the street did not give it to Uncle People’s Policeman
this student’s thinking is fine
but he is no talker who knows what is on his mind
it is hoped that the head of the family
will investigate his diary
report to us as necessary to coordinate the upbringing
in year 1968 in month 11 on day 2
did a bad thing
Idrew a tank on a wall on a pure white wall on a public wal 丨on everybody’s wall on a collective
wall was drawn a great big tank by me I perpetrated the crime of liberalism must by all means resolutely mend my ways

appraisal:

deficiencies:
note:
comment:
investigation:

